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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Databasess have not only become essential to business and science, but also begin to 
appearr more and more in everyday life. Classically, databases are used to maintain 
internall  business data about employees, clients, accounting, stock, and manufacturing 
processes.. Furthermore, companies nowadays use them to present data to customers 
andd clients on the World-Wide-Web. In science, databases store the data gathered by 
astronomers,, by investigators of the human genome, and by biochemists exploring 
thee medical properties of proteins, to name only a few examples. With home-PC's 
becomingg more and more powerful — one can easily get 1 gigabyte iGB) of main-
memoryy and up to 160 GB on a single commodity disk drive — database systems 
aree beginning to appear as a common tool for various computer applications, much as 
spreadsheetss and word processors did before them. Even in portable devices, such as 
PDAss or mobile phones, (small) databases are used for storing everything from contact 
informationn such as postal addresses and phone numbers to your digital family photo 
album.. And smart-cards storing a persons medical history are just around the corner. 

Thee power of databases comes from a body of knowledge and technology that 
hass developed over several decades and is embodied in specialized software called a 
databasedatabase management system, or DBMS, or colloquially a "database system". DBMSs 
aree among the most complex types of software available. A DBMS is a powerful tool 
forr creating and managing large amounts of data efficiently. First of all, it provides 
capabilitiess allowing safe and persistent storage of data over long periods of time. 
Furthermore,, DBMSs provide powerful query1 languages, such as for instance SQL 
{Structured{Structured Query Language), that allow both interactive users and application pro-
gramss to access and modify the data stored in the database. 

Inn this thesis, we assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of DBMSs 
andd database query processing as described in good introductory literature, for in-
stancee [KS91, EN94, AHV95, GMUW02]. 

AA "query" is database lingo for a question about the data. 
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Figuree 1.1: Query Processing Architecture 

1.11 Query Processing 

AA major reason why database systems have become so popular and successful is the 
factt that users can formulate their queries in an almost "intuitive" way using declara-
tivee query languages such as SQL. This means, that users just have to care about what 
theyy want to know, but not how to retrieve this information from the data stored in 
thee database. In particular, users do not need to have any sophisticated programming 
skillss or knowledge about how the DBMS physically stores the data. All a user needs 
too know to formulate ad-hoc queries is the query language and the logical database 
schema. . 

Completelyy hidden from the user, a complex machinery within the DBMS then 
takess care of interpreting the user's query and executing the right commands to provide 
thee user with the requested answer. Figure 1.1 roughly sketches a typical database 
system'ss query processing architecture.2 

Briefly,, query processing consists of the following steps. First, the query text is 

2Thee complete architecture of nowadays DBMSs is obviously much more complex. Here, we focus on 
thee parts that are related to the work in this thesis. We also omit details that are not specific to problems and 
techniquess addressed in this work. 
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parsed,, checked for syntactical and semantical correctness, and translated into an in-
ternall  representation. In relational DBMSs, this representation is typically derived 
fromm the relational algebra and makes up some kind of operator tree. Due to cer-
tainn properties of the relational algebra, such as commutativity and associativity of 
operators,, each query can be represented by various operator trees. These trees are 
obviouslyy equivalent in that they define the same query result. However, the order 
inn which the various operators are applied may differ. Moreover, relational algebra 
providess equivalent alternatives for certain operator combinations. One of the most 
prominentt examples is the following. Imagine a sequence where a cartesian product 
off  two tables, say x(U, V), is followed by a selection cr applying a predicate 6 on 
thee newly combined table: o~g(x(U, V)). This sequence can alternatively be expressed 
ass a single join operation M on the two tables, i.e., <rft(x(t/, V)) =t* 9 (£/, V). Usu-
ally,, database query processors apply some normalizations first, to provide a "clean" 
startingg point for the subsequent tasks. 

Inn a second step, the normalized operator tree has to be translated into a proce-
durall  program that the DBMS's query engine can execute. We call such a program a 
queryquery execution plan (QEP), or simply query plan. Usually, a declarative query can 
bee translated into several equivalent QEPs. These QEPs may differ not only in the 
orderr of operator execution (see above), but also in the algorithms used for each single 
operatorr (e.g., hash-join, merge-join, and nested-loop-join are the most prominent join 
algorithms),, and in the kind of access structures (such as indices) that are used. The 
DBMS'ss query optimizer is in charge of choosing the "best" (or at least a "reasonably 
good")) alternative. The goal or objective (function) of this optimization depends on 
thee application. Traditional goals are, e.g., to minimize the response time (for the first 
answer,, or for the complete result), to minimize the resource consumption (like CPU 
time,, network bandwidth or amount of memory), or to maximize the throughput, i.e., 
thee number of queries that the system can answer per time. Other, less obvious objec-
tivess — e.g., in a mobile environment — may be to minimize the power consumption 
neededd to answer the query or the on-line time being connected to a remote database 
server. . 

Forr the time being, we do not have to distinguish between these different objective 
functions.. Hence, we use the common terminology in the database world, and call 
themm the execution costs or simply costs of the QEP. Thus, query optimization means 
too find a QEP with minimal execution costs. 

Conceptually,, query optimization is often split into two phases. First, the opti-
mizerr determines the order in which the single operators are to be applied. This phase 
iss commonly referred to as logical optimization. By definition, the final result size 
iss the same for all equivalent QEPs of a given query. However, with different oper-
atorr orders, the intermediate result sizes may vary significantly. Assuming that the 
executionn costs of each operator, and hence of the whole QEP, are mainly determined 
byy the amount of data that is to be processed, logical optimization usually aims at 
minimizingg the total sum of all intermediate result sizes in a QEP. In a second phase, 
commonlyy called physical optimization, the query optimizer determines for each op-
eratorr in the QEP, which of the available algorithms is to be used and whether existing 
accesss structures (e.g., indices) can/should be exploited. Physical optimization aims 
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att actually minimizing the execution costs with respect to the given cost metric. 
Inn practice, however, the implicit assumption that the best physical plan can be 

derivedd from the best logical plan usually does not hold. Hence, query optimization is 
oftenn performed in a single phase combining both logical and physical optimization. 
AA further discussion of this subject, especially the problems that arise due to the in-
creasedd complexity of the optimization process, is beyond the scope of the thesis. The 
interestedd reader is referred to, e.g., [Cha98, Pel97, WaaOO]. In this work, we focus on 
costt modeling and consider cost models independently from a particular optimization 
algorithm. . 

1.22 Cost Models 

InIn order to find the desired QEP, optimizers need to assess and compare different 
alternativess with respect to their costs. Obviously, evaluating a QEP to measure its 
executionn cost does not make sense. Hence, we need to find a way to predict the 
executionn costs of a QEP a priori, i.e., without actually evaluating it. 

Thiss is where cost models come into play. Cost models can be seen as abstract 
imagess or descriptions of the real system. Providing a simplified view of the system, 
(cost)) models help us to analyze and/or better understand how a system works, and 
hence,, enable us to estimate query execution costs within this "idealized" abstract 
systemm without actually executing the query. The abstraction from the real system is 
capturedd in a set of assumptions made about the system, e.g., assuming uniform data 
distributions,, independence of attribute values, constant cost (time) per I/O operation, 
noo system contention, etc.. The degree of abstraction depends on the purpose the cost 
modell  is supposed to serve. In general, the more general assumptions are made, i.e., 
thee more abstract the model is, the less adequate or accurate it is. The more detailed a 
modell  is, the more accurate it is. The most detailed, and hence most accurate, model 
iss the system itself. However, not only the accuracy of a model is important, but also 
thee time necessary to derive estimations using the model. Here, it usually holds, that 
evaluationn time decreases with the increasing degree of abstraction. In other words, 
thee less accurate a model is, the faster can estimations be evaluated. For instance, 
modelss based on simulation provide a very detailed image of the real system, and 
hencee allow very accurate estimates. Evaluating the model, however, means running 
aa simulation experiment, which might take even longer than running the real system. 
Onn the other hand, using more general assumptions makes the models simpler. Simple 
modelss might then be represented in closed mathematical terms. We call these models 
analyticalanalytical models. Evaluating analytical models means simply evaluating (a set of) 
closedd mathematical expressions. This is usually much faster than both evaluating 
simulationn models and evaluating the real system. This trade-off between accuracy 
andd evaluation performance is one of the most important factors to be considered 
whenn choosing or designing models for certain purposes. 

InIn principle, query optimization does not require very accurate cost models that 
estimatee the execution cost to the microsecond. The major requirement here is, that the 
costss estimated by the cost model generate the same order on the QEPs as the actual 
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executionn costs do. The "cheapest" of a set of candidate QEPs is still the very same 
QEP,, even if the cost model is off by an order of magnitude for all plans (provided it is 
offf  in the same direction for all plans). We use the term adequate for such cost models 
thatt preserve the order among the QEPs but are not necessarily accurate. As the query 
optimizationn problem is in general NP-hard [IK84, CM95, SM97], finding the best 
plann is practically not possible in reasonable time. Hence, optimization strategies 
usuallyy (try to) find a reasonably good plan.3 This in turn means that is it not necessary 
too preserve the proper order of plans whose costs are "very similar"; actually, it is often 
nott even necessary to distinguish plans with very similar costs at all. 

Manyy traditional disk-based DBMSs make use of these properties. In a disk-based 
DBMS,, access to secondary storage is the dominating cost factor. To keep cost models 
simple,, they often neglect other cost factors and estimate only I/O costs. Sometimes, 
I/OO costs are not even given in time needed to perform the required I/O operations, but 
simplyy the number of necessary I/O operations is estimated. 

However,, there are situations where these simplifications do not apply as more 
accuratee costs are required. For instance, two plans may differ in a way that one 
requiress more I/O operations while the other one requires more computation time. 
Too compare such plans, we need to express their total costs (i.e., I/O + CPU) in a 
commonn unit (i.e., time). Also the objective function or the stopping criterion for the 
optimizationn process might require more accurate costs in terms of processing time: 
"Stopp optimization when the cheapest plan found so far takes less than 1 second", or 
"Stopp optimization when the total time spent on optimization has reached a certain 
fractionn of the execution time of the cheapest plan found so far". 

Inn this thesis, we consider the following three cost components. A more elaborate 
descriptionn is given in Chapter 2. 

Logicall Costs consider only the data distributions and the semantics of relational al-
gebraa operations to estimate intermediate result sizes of a given (logical) query 
plan. . 

Algorithmicc Costs extend logical costs by taking also the computational complexity 
(expressedd in terms of O-classes) of the algorithms into account. 

Physicall Costs finally combine algorithmic costs with system/hardware specific pa-
rameterss to predict the total costs in terms of execution time. 

Nextt to query optimization, cost models can serve another purpose. Especially al-
gorithmicc and physical cost models can help database developers to understand and/or 
predictt the performance of existing algorithms on new hardware systems. Thus, they 
cann improve the algorithms or even design new ones without having to run time and 
resourcee consuming experiments to evaluate their performance. 

33 A further discussion of optimization strategies is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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1.33 Increasing Importance of Memory Access Costs 

Lookingg at the hardware development over, the last two decades, we recognized two 
majorr trends. On the one hand, CPU speed keeps on following Moore's law [Moo65], 
i.e.,, it doubles about every 18 months. In other words, clock speeds increase by more 
thann 50 percent per year, and there are no indications that this trend might significantly 
changee in the foreseeable future. Concerning main-memory, the picture looks differ-
ently.. While main-memory sizes and main-memory bandwidth almost keep up with 
thee CPU development, main-memory access latency is increasingly staying behind, 
improvingg only about 1 percent per year. New DRAM standards like Rambus and 
SLDRAMM continue concentrating on improving the bandwidth, but hardly manage to 
reducee the latency. Hence, the performance gap between CPU speed and memory la-
tencyy that has grown significantly over the last two decades is expected to widen even 
moree in the near future. 

Too bridge the gap, hardware vendors have introduced small but fast cache memo-
riess — consisting of fast but expensive SRAM chips — between the CPU and main-
memory.. Nowadays, cache memories are often organized in two or three cascading 
levels,, with both their size and latency growing with the distance from the CPU. Cache 
memoriess can reduce the memory latency, only if the requested data is found in one 
off  the cache levels. This mainly depends on the application's memory access pattern. 
Hence,, it becomes the responsibility of software developers to design and implement 
algorithmss that make optimal use of the very cache/memory architecture the respective 
applicationn runs on. 

Standardd main-memory database technology has mainly ignored this hardware de-
velopment.. The design of algorithms and especially cost models is still based on the 
assumptionss that did hold in the early 80's. Without I/O as dominant cost factor, costs 
aree commonly reduced to CPU processing costs. Memory access, if not considered 
negligiblee compared to CPU costs, is assumed to be uniform. 

Withh memory sizes in commodity hardware getting larger at a rapid rate, also in 
disk-basedd DBMSs many database processing tasks can more and more take place in 
mainn memory.4 As the persistent data remains located on disk farms, initial data access 
stilll  requires disk I/O. But once the query operands are identified and streamed into 
memory,, large intermediate results, temporary data structures, and search accelerators 
wil ll  fit  into main memory, significantly reducing the number of I/O operations. With 
powerfull  RAID systems and high-capacity I/O buses reducing the I/O bandwidth at a 
ratee that roughly matches the improvements in CPU speed, even in disk-based DBMSs 
memoryy access is expected to become a cost factor that can no longer be ignored. 

1.44 Research Objectives 

Concerningg cost modeling, both data volume estimations and complexity measures are 
independentt of the underlying system and hardware architecture. However, the per-

4" . . .. the typical computing engine may have one terabyte of main memory. "Hot" tables and most 
indexess wil l be main-memory resident." [BBC+98]. 
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formancee experienced in terms of time costs is heavily dependent on these parameters. 
Inn this thesis, we devote ourselves to the latter, also referred to as physical costs. 

Thee research in this thesis is driven by three major questions: 

Understanding:: What is the impact of the increasing gap between CPU and memory 
accesss costs on main-memory database performance? 

Modeling:: Is it possible to predict memory access cost accurately, and if so, how 
shouldd the respective physical cost functions be designed? 

Improving:: What can we learn from analyzing and modeling main-memory database 
performancee on hierarchical memory systems, and how can we use this knowl-
edgee to improve main-memory database technology? 

Inn more detail, the research problems and objectives addressed in this document 
aree formulated as follows: 

Understandingg Predicting physical query processing costs requires in-depth insight 
inn how database software and modern hardware do interact. Hence, the first problem 
iss to identify which hardware-specific parameters determine the processing costs in 
aa main-memory database, and therefore need to be reflected in the cost models. It 
iss desirable to analyze various hardware platforms to identify the commonalities and 
differencess of the performance characteristics. 

Modelingg Another open issue is how to acquire new cost models. Traditionally, 
physicall  cost functions highly depend on various parameters that are specific to the 
veryy DBMS's software (e.g., the algorithms used and the way they are implemented) 
andd to the hardware the database systems is running on (such as disk access latencies, 
I/OO bandwidth, memory access speed, CPU speed, etc.). Thus, physical cost functions 
aree usually created "by hand" for each algorithm, each DBMS, and each platform 
individually.. This approach is not only time-consuming, but also tends to be error-
prone.. Hence, the question is whether — and if so, how — the process of designing 
physicall  cost models can be simplified and/or automated. Moreover, the generic use of 
databasee software on a range of platforms requires an analysis of their portability. The 
problemm is, that we need to find a proper set of parameters describing the hardware-
specificc features and to design a cost model tfiat can use these parameters. 

Improvingg The main task of performance modeling is to understand and describe 
thee behavior of a given system consisting of certain hardware and software compo-
nents.. However, while analyzing the details, one often is confronted with a priori 
unknownn bottlenecks that might have to be minimized or even eliminated to improve 
thee performance. The final question addressed in this thesis is whether and how we 
cann use both me cost models we created and the knowledge gained while developing 
them,, to improve main-memory database technology. 
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1.55 Thesis Outline 

Thee research objectives mentioned above are explored in detail in the remaining chap-
ters. . 

Inn Chapter 2, we dedicate ourselves to preliminaries, briefly reviewing the role of 
performancee models in database literature. We mainly focus on the different types of 
costt models, the various purposes they serve, and proposed techniques how to acquire 
costt models for a given system and purpose. Moreover, we give a concise overview 
off  our main-memory DBMS prototype Monet, which we use as implementation and 
validationn platform throughout this thesis. 

Inn order to create database cost models, we need to know which parameters are 
relevantt for the performance behavior of database algorithms. In Chapter 3, we first 
discusss the characteristics of state-of-the-art CPU, cache-, and main-memory archi-
tectures.. Our research covers various hardware platforms, ranging form standard PC's 
overr workstations to high-performance servers. For convenience, we introduce a uni-
fiedd hardware model, that gathers the performance-relevant characteristics of hierar-
chicall  memory systems — including CPU caches, main-memory, and disk systems — 
inn a single framework. The unified hardware model provides the necessary abstrac-
tionn to treat various hardware platforms equally on a qualitative level. Equipped with 
thesee technical details, we analyze the impact of various hardware characteristics on 
thee performance of database algorithms. In particular, we show that on modern hi-
erarchicall  memory systems (consisting of the main memory and one or more levels 
off  caches) memory access must not be seen as "for free", not even as uniform, con-
cerningg costs. Hence, traditional cost models focusing on I/O and CPU costs are not 
suitablee any more. To adequately predict database performance in the new scenario, 
wheree main memory access is (partly) replacing the formerly cost-dominating disk ac-
cess,, new cost models are required that respect the performance impact of hierarchical 
memoryy systems. The analysis results in a calibration tool that automatically derives 
thee relevant hardware characteristics, such as cache sizes, cache miss latencies, and 
memoryy access bandwidths, from any hardware platform. The ability to quantify these 
hardwaree features lays the foundation for hardware independent database cost models. 

Equippedd with the necessary tools, we are ready to design hardware independent 
physicall  database cost models in Chapter 4. Focusing on data access costs, we develop 
aa cost model that achieves hardware independence by using the hardware characteris-
ticss as parameters. The unified hardware model permits the creation of parameterized 
costt functions. Porting these functions to other systems or hardware platforms can 
thenn simply be done by fillin g in the new specific parameters as derived by our cal-
ibrationn tool. Moreover, we propose a generic approach that simplifies the task of 
creatingg cost functions for a plethora of database operations. For this purpose, we 
introducee the concept of data access patterns as a method to describe die data access 
behaviorr of database algorithms in an abstract manner. Based on this concept, we 
proposee a novel generic technique to design cost models. 

Inn Chapter 5, we demonstrate how to use the knowledge gained during our work 
onn database performance modeling to design algorithms that efficiently exploit the 
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performancee potentials of contemporary hardware architectures.5 Focusing on join 
algorithmss in a main-memory scenario and pursuing our line of generic and portable 
solutions,, we propose new cache-conscious algorithms that automatically adapt to 
neww hardware platforms. In this context, our cost models serve a triple purpose. First, 
theyy prove valuable to model and hence understand the performance behavior of dif-
ferentt algorithms in various hardware environments. Second, they enable us to design 
algorithmss that can be tuned to achieve the best performance on various hardware 
platform.. T\ining is done automatically at runtime, using the cost models and the pa-
rameterss as measured by our calibration tool. And third, of course, our cost functions 
servee as input for cost-based query optimization. 

Thee thesis is concluded in Chapter 6, which summarizes the contributions and 
discussess future research directions. 

Muchh of the material presented in this thesis has been published in preliminary 
andd condensed form in the following papers: 

 P. A. Boncz, S. Manegold, and M. L. Kersten. Database Architecture Optimized 
forr the New Bottleneck: Memory Access. In Proceedings of the International 
ConferenceConference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), pages 54-65, Edinburgh, Scot-
land,, UK, September 1999. 

Thee paper analyzes the impact of modern hardware trends on database query 
performance.. Exhaustive experiments on an SGI Origin2000 demonstrate that 
main-memoryy access forms a significant bottleneck with traditional database 
technology.. Detailed analytical performance models are introduced to describe 
thee memory access costs of some join algorithms. The insights gained are trans-
latedd into guidelines for future database architecture, in terms of both data struc-
turess and algorithms. We discuss how vertically fragmented data structures op-
timizee cache performance on sequential data access. Further, we present new 
radixx algorithms for partitioned nested-loop- and hash-join. Detailed experi-
mentss confirm that these hardware-conscious algorithms improve the join per-
formancee by restricting random data access to the smallest cache size. 

 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. Optimizing Database Architec-
turee for the New Bottleneck: Memory Access. The VLDB Journal, 9(3):231-
246,, December 2000. 

Thiss extended version of the previous paper has been re-published in the "Best-
of-VLDBB 1999"collection. The paper provides a more detailed analysis of 
main-memoryy access cost on core database algorithms. Analytical models are 
presentedd that also cover the effects that occur due to CPU work and memory 
accesss overlapping each other. Moreover, we present a revised version of our 
partitionedd hash-join algorithm. We found out that using perfect hashing instead 
off  aiming at an average hash-bucket size of 4 tuples, improved the performance 
significantlyy by reducing the number of cache misses that occur while following 
thee collision list. With this improvement, partitioned hash-join became superior 
too radix-join, which was faster in our initial experiments. 

55 Joint work with Peter Boncz; certain parts do overlap with parts of his Ph.D. thesis [Bon02]. 
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 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. What happens during a Join? 
—— Dissecting CPU and Memory Optimization Effects. In Proceedings of the 
InternationalInternational Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), pages 339-350, 
Cairo,, Egypt, September 2000. 

Inn this paper, we show that CPU costs become distinctive, once memory ac-
cesss is optimized as proposed in our previous work. Exhaustive experimenta-
tionn on various hardware platforms indicates that conventional database code is 
muchh too complex to be handled efficiently by modern high-performance CPUs. 
Inn turns out that especially function calls and branches make the code unpre-
dictablee for the CPU and thus hinder efficient use of the CPU internal parallel 
resources.. We propose new coding techniques that enable better exploitation of 
thee available resource. Experiments on various hardware platforms show that 
optimizingg memory access and CPU resource utilization support each other, 
yieldingg a total performance improvement of up to an order of magnitude. 

 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. Optimizing Main-Memory Join 
Onn Modern Hardware. IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineer-
inging (TKDE), 14(4):709-730, July 2002. 

Thiss work discusses our work on analyzing, modeling, and improving memory 
accesss and CPU costs in a broader context. We provide refined cost models 
forr our radix-based partitioned hash-join algorithms. Being parameterized by 
architecture-specificc characteristics such as cache sizes and cache miss penal-
ties,, our models can be easily ported to various hardware platform. We intro-
ducee a calibration tool to automatically measure the respective hardware param-
eters. . 

 S. Manegold, P. A. Boncz, and M. L. Kersten. Generic Database Cost Models 
forr Hierarchical Memory Systems. In Proceedings of the International Confer-
enceence on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), pages 191-202, Hong Kong, China, 
Augustt 2002. 

InIn this paper, we present a generalized framework for our cost models. We 
providee a novel unified hardware model to describe performance relevant char-
acteristicss of hierarchical memory systems, hardware caches, main-memory, 
andd secondary storage. Together with our calibration tool, this unified hard-
waree model allows automatic porting of our cost models to various hardware 
platforms.. To simplify the task of designing physical cost functions for various 
databasee algorithms, we introduce the concept of data access patterns. The data 
accesss behaviors of an algorithm is described in terms of simple combinations 
off  basic patterns such as "sequential access" or "random access". From this 
description,, the detailed physical cost functions are derived automatically using 
thee rules we developed in this work. The resulting cost functions estimate the 
numberr of accesses to each level of the memory hierarchy and score them with 
theirr respective latency. Respecting the features of both disk drives and mod-
ernn DRAM-chips, we distinguish different latencies for sequential access and 
randomm access. 


